Accreditrust Technologies, LLC

Title: Software Developer I

Location: 16 Mt. Bethel Road, #210, Warren, NJ 07059

Job Type: Full-Time (Experienced)

Job Description:

Accreditrust, a global service provider for the curation of sustainable, portable and independently verifiable credentials, is currently searching for experienced full stack (MEAN) developers to work on our flagship product, TrueCred™. At Accreditrust you will be part of a growing team of developers working on cutting edge technologies related to credentials, cryptography, Linked Data, distributed computing, and building next generation technologies for the Web.

We seek team members that are positive, accountable, collaborative, self-directed learners, take initiative, and who are active in the Node.js and Javascript communities.

- Work as part of a modern agile development team with leading edge technologies.
- Participate in moderate to large scoped projects that includes analysis, design, evaluation, development, modifying, testing, documenting and implementation of enterprise wide systems across functional areas.
- Recognizes areas for additional improvement and effectively communicates those ideas to the supervisor.
- Support existing production applications as well as design and create new products.

Primary Responsibilities:

- Web scale decentralized hash table protocols running over HTTP
- Cryptography work related to verifiable identity/credentials
- Standards work related to credential exchange protocols on the Web.
- Linked Data, specifically JSON LD and RDF Dataset Normalization.

Qualifications:

- 1 to 3 years of experience
- Node.js
- MongoDB
- Public/Private Key Cryptography
- HTML5/CSS3/JSON/JavaScript front end development
- Front end templating AngularJS/Polymer/etc.
- REST API design and development
- Testing frameworks (Mocha / Protractor / Selenium)
- Decentralized systems design
- Human Factors / Usability
- Good written communication skills
- Strong Github commit history (or other demonstrable software project)
Application Instructions:

Please submit your resume and a cover note to jobs@accreditrust.com, along with a link to your GitHub account and your LinkedIn profile.

Disclaimer information:

Must be legally authorized to work in the U.S. without sponsorship. EOE. Principals only. No recruiters or firms, on location, full time applicants only!